Vision in Energy (Pty) Ltd : Antitrust Compliance Policy
Vision in Energy (ViE) holds compliance with antitrust law as a primary concern, and takes adherence
with antitrust law seriously. The purpose of ViE events is to provide participants with high-level
developments within the regulatory, supply, distribution and economic environment of key markets within
the African region. The event sessions will follow the agenda as circulated.
ViE reminds all participants of the need to be mindful of the requirement to comply with antitrust and
competition laws. There should be no discussion of any matters relating to competition among
participants, including discussion of individual prices, rates or market strategies and no exchange of
information concerning any other competitive aspect of an individual company’s operation. Should any
participant to this event attempt to initiate a discussion with other participant/s on any of these matters,
we recommend that other participant/s end the conversation immediately, and at all times act in
accordance with their own antitrust compliance policies and all applicable antitrust laws.
National and international antitrust law, in principle, prohibits the exchange of commercially sensitive and
current market information which competitors normally keep confidential. It is impossible to provide an
exhaustive list of objectionable discussion topics as the competitive significance of many issues is
dependent upon the context in which they are raised. However, it is ViE’s strict policy to follow a prudent
rule in relation to antitrust issues. Therefore, no commercial topics outside the scope of the ViE’s mission
statement should ever be acted upon, or even considered, at ViE’s event sessions.
In particular, the ViE antitrust policy prohibits any discussions or exchange of information between its
attendees and/or staff that might constitute or imply an agreement or concerted practice concerning:
• Price or pricing factors, including discounts, rebates, and reductions.
• Costs and demand structure.
• Profits and profit margins.
• Output and sales.
• Market shares and sales territories.
• Investments and marketing plans.
• Bidding or refraining from bidding.
• Credit conditions or any other terms or conditions of sale.
• Selection, rejection, or termination of customers or suppliers.
Any activities of ViE event attendees and/or ViE Staff who violate these and other applicable antitrust
laws are detrimental to the interests of the ViE and its event attendees, and are unequivocally contrary to
the ViE policy.
INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of each individual ViE event attendee, staff member and where applicable industry
role player - to take individual accountability for compliance with applicable antitrust laws and avoid
discussions in any matters outside the scope of ViE’s mission.
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